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Mr. Omar Gonzalez
Agricultural Specialist
Department of Agriculture
U.S. Embassy
Tegucigalp~ D.C.

Dear Mr. Gonzalez:

I am hereby sending you the comments received from the Honduran Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock on the Guide to Minimize the Threat of Microorganisms in Food Products, which was
published in the Federal Register of the United States on April 13, 1998.

1. The wide contains a series of measures to fi.u-therensure the innocuousness of fmits and
vegetables which enter the United States; these measures are very important and some of
them are already being applied in Honduras mainly for export products going to the
United States.

2. So that all countries exporting produce to the United States may comply with all the
requirements set forth in this guide, it is necessary to establish a promotional, educational
and supervisory campaign mainly with producers, packers, trade associations and other
interested parties in order for the guide to be able to be applied and be practical

3. The adoption of some of the recommendations proposed in the guide is possible, although
it may involve a higher cost or investment for the person(s) involved. Values should be
established in the guide in order to evaluate the risk.

4. All arguments presented by farmers should be considered. The indust~’s participation is
also key.

Sincerely,

(Signature)

Reinaldo Osorio Espinoza
Director General of Economic Integration and Trade Policy
Honduran Ministry of Industry and Trade
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